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ABSTRACT
A receiver for blind beacon estimation of low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite signals with application to UAV navigation is presented.
The receiver operates in three stages: (i) blind Doppler tracking that uses correlation in the frequency-domain as a frequency
discriminator and tracks the Doppler using a frequency-locked loop (FLL), (ii) beacon estimation from the coherent accumulation
of the received signal after wiping off the Doppler tracked by the FLL, and (iii) tracking LEO signals using the estimated beacon
in the previous step to produce navigation observables. Experimental results are presented showing: (i) successful blind
estimation of the navigation beacon of the Orbcomm LEO constellation and (ii) a UAV navigating using the estimated beacons
of two Orbcomm LEO satellites via a carrier phase differential navigation framework, achieving a three-dimensional position
root mean-squared error (RMSE) of 13.9 m with only Orbcomm signals fused with an altimeter, over a trajectory of 2.28 km
traversed in 2 minutes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The potential of signals of opportunity (SOPs) as a reliable navigation source has been undoubtedly uncovered in the past
decade (Raquet et al., 2021). Terrestrial SOPs include cellular (Gadka et al., 2019; Shamaei and Kassas, 2021a; Souli et al.,
2021b; Kazaz et al., 2022; Xhafa et al., 2021; Wang and Morton, 2022), FM radio (Chen et al., 2020; Psiaki and Slosman,
2022; Aziz and Allen, 2018), and digital television (Yang and Soloviev, 2020; Hong et al., 2021; Souli et al., 2021a), among
which, cellular provided the most accuracy. Previous literature showed meter-level accurate ground vehicle navigation (Yang
et al., 2020; Soderini et al., 2020; Hong et al., 2021; Maaref and Kassas, 2022; Lapin et al., 2022) and sub-meter-level accurate
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) navigation with cellular SOPs (Khalife and Kassas, 2022).
Exploiting SOPs did not stay earthly, as space vehicles have received considerable attention recently as potential SOPs (Reid
et al., 2021; Kassas, 2021; Gao et al., 2021; Prol et al., 2022; Jardak and Jault, 2022). Many theoretical and experimental studies
have been conducted on the use of low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite signals as an alternative to global navigation satellite system
(GNSS) (Leng et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2019a; Wei et al., 2020; Farhangian and Landry, 2020; Farhangian et al., 2021; Psiaki,
2021; Nardin et al., 2021; Wang and El-Mowafy, 2022; Hartnett, 2022; Cassel et al., 2022; Huang et al., 2022; Jiang et al.,
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2022; Iannucci and Humphreys, 2022; Li et al., 2022; Khalife et al., 2022; Zhao et al., 2022). LEO satellites possess desirable
attributes for positioning in GNSS-challenged environments: (i) they are around twenty times closer to the Earth compared to
GNSS satellites, which reside in medium Earth orbit (MEO), making their received signal power between 24 to 34 dB higher
than GNSS signals; (ii) they are becoming abundant as thousands of broadband Internet satellites are expected to be deployed
into LEO; and (iii) they transmit in different frequency bands, making LEO satellite signals diverse in frequency and direction.
Figure 1 depicts some of the existing and future broadband LEO constellations.
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Figure 1: Visualization of some of the existing and future broadband LEO satellites.

While such results bring hope to solving the problem of reliable navigation in GNSS-challenged environments, one must
emphasize that navigating with LEO satellites comes with several challenges. The main challenges are (i) the poorly known
nature of LEO satellites’ ephemeris due to many LEO operators not making such information publicly available, (ii) the
unknown and potentially loose nature of LEO satellites’ timing and synchronization protocols, and (iii) the unknown nature of
LEO satellites’ signals due to being proprietary.
To address the first challenge, several approaches have been recently proposed, including differential navigation utilizing a known
base receiver (Khalife et al., 2020), simultaneous tracking and navigation (STAN) (Kassas et al., 2021)), and analytical/machinelearning satellite orbit tracking (Shen et al., 2019; Khairallah and Kassas, 2021; Kozhaya et al., 2021; Haidar-Ahmad et al.,
2022)). To address the second challenge, an approach to adaptively estimate LEO satellites’ clock stability has been recently
developed (Khairallah and Kassas, 2022), while (Wang and El-Mowafy, 2022) proposed a model that considered the systematic
effects related to the environment and relativistic effects to improve LEO clock prediction. To address the third challenge, the
recently established paradigm of cognitive opportunistic navigation (Neinavaie et al., 2022), which estimates the minimally
known LEO satellite signals in a blind fashion has been showing tremendous promise (Neinavaie et al., 2020, 2021). Most
recently, this paradigm allowed for the exploitation of the unknown Starlink LEO satellites, from which navigation observables
were produced, allowing for localizing a stationary receiver to within 10 m, with 6 Starlink LEO satellites.
At the core of the blind receiver is the ability to detect periodically transmitted signals, estimate and track them, and finally
generate navigation observables. One can be reasonably confident that beacons are present in every communication system.
For example, a primary and secondary synchronization sequence (PSS) and (SSS), respectively, are transmitted in 4G LTE and
5G NR systems for symbol timing recovery. Such sequences were exploited for opportunistic navigation purposes (Shamaei
and Kassas, 2021b; Yang et al., 2022). However, these repeated sequences are published and maintained by the 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP), and it is assumed that the receiver perfectly knows the synchronization sequences and can correlate
local replicas of these sequences with the received signals. In the case where these sequences are unknown, as is the case
of future broadband LEO satellite systems, acquiring and tracking these satellite signals becomes impossible for a regular
opportunistic receiver, as such, designing receivers that can blindly and adaptively estimate these sequences is a crucial need for
the future of opportunistic navigation.
The problem of detecting and estimating periodically transmitted signals is not new in the literature. Blind orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) symbol timing recovery methods have been successfully employed in the wireless
communications and cognitive radio literature (Tanda, 2004; Al-Dweik, 2006; Liu et al., 2010). Other methods have considered
blind estimation of spreading sequence and data bits in direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) communication systems both
in the absence and presence of multipath (Tsatsanis and Giannakis, 1997; Choi and Moon, 2020). Other methods considered
eigenvalue decomposition (Burel and Bouder, 2000; Bouder et al., 2004) and neural betwork (NN) unsupervised learning
(Bouder and Burel, 2000; Zhang et al., 2012). However, the proposed approaches make assumptions that do not hold for the case
of LEO satellite transmitters, mainly the low magnitude of the frequency offset and stationarity of the channel. Unfortunately,
as a result of the high dynamics of LEO satellites transmitting in the K-band, large shift and rate changes will be observed in
both the carrier and code phase of the received signal. In this case, it is nearly impossible to coherently integrate the signal to

accumulate enough power for reliable detection of synchronization signals.
While carrier phase (Khalife et al., 2020) and Doppler (Tan et al., 2019b; Farhangian and Landry, 2020; Orabi et al., 2021)
measurements have been successfully extracted from Orbcomm and Iridium NEXT LEO satellites, these approaches so far relied
on the knowledge of the structure of the transmitted signals. For example, Orbcomm and Iridium satellites uses Symmetric
Differential Phase Shift Keying (SD-PSK) modulation (Orbcomm, 2002; Iridium Constellation LLC, 2013), which fail to
generalize to OFDM-based constellations.
There is still little information about the signal structure of future constellations that will bring thousands of satellites into
LEO. This paper aims to develop a blind LEO receiver unrestrained from the challenges discussed above, i.e., agnostic to the
modulation scheme used (M-ary PSK, ODFM, or other) and the dynamics of the satellite. The paper’s main contributions are as
follows. First, a receiver design for blind opportunistic navigation using broadband LEO satellites is presented. The proposed
receiver produces Doppler, carrier, and code phase observables. Second, the performance of the proposed receiver is assessed
experimentally for UAV navigation with real signals from two Orbcomm LEO satellites. It is shown that the proposed receiver
successfully extracted the aforementioned observables. A base with known states was set up in the UAV’s vicinity, which
produced navigation observables to the same Orbcomm satellites. The differential carrier phase observables were fed to an
extended Kalman filter (EKF) to estimate the UAV’s trajectory. Over the UAV’s 2.28 km trajectory, a position root mean-squared
error of 13.9 m was achieved exclusively with the Orbcomm satellite signals.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II overviews the blind receiver structure and details the received signal
models, tracking loops, and navigation beacon estimation. Section III presents the experimental results. Section IV gives
concluding remarks.
II. BLIND RECEIVER STRUCTURE
1. Blind Receiver Overview
The receiver operates in three stages : (i) blind Doppler tracking that uses correlation in the frequency-domain as a frequency
discriminator and tracks the Doppler using a frequency-locked loop (FLL), (ii) beacon estimation from the coherent accumulation
of the received signal after wiping off the Doppler tracked by the FLL, and (iii) tracking LEO signals using the estimated beacon
in the previous step to produce navigation observables. Figure 2 summarizes the block diagram of the proposed receiver.
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Figure 2: Structure of the proposed blind receiver

2. Continuous-Time Transmitted Baseband Signal Model
Let x(t) be the unknown signal transmitted by a navigation source. The proposed framework does not assume any particular
modulation or multiplexing scheme. The only assumption is that the transmitted signal x(t) comprises M periodic synchronizaM
tion signals {sm (t)}m=1 , with the m-th signal having a period Tm . The total number of periodic signals M may be unknown.

Furthermore, these periodic signals may be multiplexed in time, frequency, and/or code. As such, x(t) is modeled as
x(t) =

∞
M
X
X

sm (t − nTm ) + m(t),

(1)

n=−∞ m=1

where m(t) denotes the remaining, non-periodic signals in the original transmitted signal x(t). Let T0 denote the least common
M
multiplier of {Tm }m=1 . Subsequently, one can define a periodic signal s∗ (t) that encompasses all periodic signals contained in
x(t) with period T0 as
M
X
s∗ (t) =
sm (t),
m=1

where,
s(t) =

∞
X

s∗ (t − nT0 ).

n=−∞

The signal can now be expressed as x(t) = s(t) + m(t). The signal x(t) is then transmitted at a carrier frequency fc as
xc (t) = x(t) exp (j2πfc t) .

(2)

3. Continuous-Time and Discrete-Time Received Baseband Signal Model
Let τd (t) denote the time it takes until the transmitted signal reaches the receiver’s antenna. This duration entails the (i) length
of the line of sight (LOS) between the transmitter and the receiver d(t)/c, (ii) aggregated transmitter and receiver’s clock bias
δtclk (t), (iii) ionospheric and tropospheric delays δtiono (t) and δttropo (t), and (iv) other unmodeled delays. After propagating
in an additive white Gaussian channel, the resulting time-domain received signal before baseband mixing can be expressed as
r̄(t) = xc (t − τd (t)) + n̄(t)
= x(t − τd (t)) exp (j2πfc [t − τd (t)]) + n̄(t),

(3)

where n̄(t) is the complex, zero-mean, white Gaussian noise with power spectral density N0 . Let r(t) denote the received signal
after baseband mixing and filtering. Then, r(t) can be expressed as
r(t) = r̄(t) exp (−j2πfc t)
= x′ (t − τd (t)) exp (jθ(t)) + n(t),

(4)

where x′ (t) and n(t) are the low-pass filter output of x(t) and n̄(t), respectively, and θ(t) is the carrier phase of the received
signal expressed as θ(t) = −2πfc τd (t).
After sampling at a sampling interval Ts , the discrete-time received signal at the k-th sub-accumulation can be approximated as
′

rk [n] = s[n − dk ] exp (jΘk [n]) + n′k [n],

(5)

where n ∈ [0, L − 1]; s[n] is the discrete-time version of s(t) with period L = T0 /Ts ; Θk [n] and dk are the discrete carrier
phase and code phase in samples, respectively, of the received signal at the k-th sub-accumulation; and n′k [n] is the sequence
representing the data and noise at the k-th sub-accumulation.
4. Received Signal Dynamical Model
By using a Taylor series expansion, the carrier phase of the signal can be written as
1
θ(t) = θ0 + θ̇(t)t + θ̈(t)t2 + ....
2

(6)

Let fD (t) ≜ θ̇(t)
2π denote the apparent Doppler shift. It is important to note that the transmitter or receiver may be experiencing
very high dynamics, such in the case of LEO satellite communication or a receiver mounted on a highly dynamic aircraft. As

such, a high Doppler shift may be induced in the transmitted signal. In this paper, the carrier phase will be approximated up
h
iT
to its second order, and the signal state vector is defined as x(t) ≜ θ(t), θ̇(t), θ̈(t), τd (t) . The dynamics of the signal is
modeled as
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bw̃(t),



A≜


0
0
0
0

1
0
0
−1
2πfc


0 0
1 0 

,
0 0 
0 0

(7)


0
 0 

B≜
 1 ,
0


where w̃(t) is a zero-mean white noise process with power spectral density qw̃ . The continuous-time model (7) is discretized at
a sampling time T0 = LTs yielding
xk+1 = Fxk + wk ,

(8)

where F ≜ eAT0 , wk is a discrete-time process noise vector, which is a zero-mean white sequence with covariance Q =
T
RT
qw̃ 0 0 eAt B eAt B dt.
5. Kalman Filter-Based Tracking Loop
A joint frequency, carrier, and code phase Kalman filter (KF)-based tracking loop is presented in this section. Let Θ̂k ≜
h
i
ˆ ˆ T
θ̂k , θ̇k , θ̈k denote the carrier phase state estimate at the k-th sub-accumulation. The reconstructed sequence of the carrier
phase can be written as a second order piece-wise polynomial given by
Θ̂k [n]
θ̂k

1ˆ
2
ˆ
= θ̂k−1 + θ̇k nTs + θ̈k (nTs ) ,
2

Θ̂k [L] if k > 0
≜
0
if k ≤ 0

n ∈ [0, L]

(9)
(10)

The code phase estimates τ̂k , expressed in seconds, and dˆk expressed in samples, are defined as
τ̂k ≜ −

θ̂k
,
2πfc

dˆk ≜




τ̂k
.
Ts

(11)

Note that practically θ̂0 and τ̂0 are non-zero constants given by θ(0) and θ(0)
2πc , respectively. But for simplicity, they are defined
initially as zero and this will only shift the reference of the tracking and estimation framework.
The expression of the received signal after performing carrier wipe-off using the best estimate of the carrier can be written as


′
rk [n] ≜ rk [n] exp −j Θ̂k|k−1 [n]


= s[n − dk ] exp j Θ̃k [n] + nk [n],
(12)
h
i
˜ ˜ T
where Θ̃k [n] = Θk [n] − Θ̂k [n], and Θ̃k ≜ θ̃k , θ̇k , θ̈k is the estimation error of the carrier phase state. The sequence
˜
rk [n] will be used to determine the: (i) carrier phase error θ̃k , (ii) Doppler error θ̇k , and (iii) code phase error τ̃k at the k-th
sub-accumulation by using respective discriminators discussed in the following section.
After calculating the carrier and Doppler errors, their values are fed as innovations to a KF loop that uses the observation model
zk = Hxk + vk ,

(13)



1
H≜ 0
0

0
1
0

0
0
0


0
0 ,
1



σθ2

R≜ 0
0

0
σθ̇2
0


0

0 ,
στ2

where vk is a discrete-time zero-mean white noise process with covariance R. After calculating the innovation and performing
a measurement update, the posterior carrier phase state estimate is Θ̂k|k , which will be used in the refinement of the navigation
beacon. In the beginning phase of blind tracking, the framework is not coherent and relies heavily on frequency errors to
bring the Doppler and Doppler rate errors close to zero. The frequency error is calculated using the cross-correlation in the
frequency-domain as shown in the following section. After frequency lock, the receiver reaches the nominal operating region,
in which the carrier and code phase errors produced by the nonlinear discriminators are acceptable.
6. Navigation Beacon Estimation
Since the receiver does not have any prior information about the repetitive sequence transmitted by the SOP, the receiver will
take the first sub-accumulation (k = 0) as initial prior for the beacon estimate ŝ0 [n] and attempt to sequentially refine it given
the new incoming stream (k > 0) as


ŝ0 [n] = r0 [n] = s[n] exp j Θ̃0 [n] + w0 [n],
(14)


ŝk [n] = αsk−1 [n] + (1 − α)rk∗ [n + dˆk ] exp −j Θ̂k|k [n] ,
(15)
where α ∈ (0, 1) is a fading memory average parameter. The goal is to drive ŝk [n] to converge to ŝ[n] which might be a shifted
version of the true sequence in time by d˜0 and rotated by a phase of θ̃0 .
7. Blind Doppler Tracking using Frequency-Domain Cross-Correlation
Under the assumption that the Doppler rate is nearly constant between two sub-accumulation, and by using (5), the nonlinear
least squares (NLS) estimator for the Doppler shift θ̇k at the k-th sub-accumulation can be written as
′
ˆ
θ̇k = argmin rk [n] − ŝk [n − dk ] exp (−jΘ[n])

2

θ̇

(
= argmax ℜ exp(−jθk )
θ̇

L−1
X

)
′

rk [n]s∗k [n

− dk ] exp(−j θ̇k nTs )

0
′

= 2π · argmax Rk (f ) ⊛ Ŝk∗ (−f ) exp(j2πdk f )
f

′

= 2π · argmax Rk (f ) ⋆ Ŝk (f ) ,

(16)

f

R∞
R∞
where θ̇ = 2πf , (f ⋆ g)(τ ) = −∞ f ∗ (t)g(t + τ )dt is the cross-correlation operator, and (f ⊛ g)(t) = −∞ f (τ )g(t − τ )dτ is
the convolution. Using (16), the Doppler error can be tracked blindly and fed to the KF discussed before to refine the Doppler
shift and rate estimates.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents experimental results validating the proposed receiver on Orbcomm LEO satellite signals.
1. Estimated Navigation Beacon from Orbcomm LEO Satellites
Orbcomm LEO signals were recorded using an Ettus E312 USRP with carrier frequency set to 137 MHz and sampling bandwidth
of 2.4 MHz. The duration of the recorded data was 100 seconds. The recorded Orbcomm signals were fed to the proposed blind
receiver. Apart from the proposed blind receiver, Orbcomm’s transmitted data were decoded using the scheme described in
(Orbcomm, 2002). After decoding, the data was cross-correlated with itself and showed repetitive behavior every T0 equals to
1 second. The decoded data was averaged in a T0 window over the 100 seconds. The averaging process increases the effective
energy of the pseudo-random (PRN) sequence. Finally, the blindly estimated navigation beacon was compared against the true
PRN sequence obtained by the averaging process. Figure 3(a) shows the true vs estimated PRN in-quadrature waveform. Figure
3(b) shows the in-phase/quadrature (IQ) plot of the estimated PRN sequence. Figure 3(c) shows the cross-correlation function

between the true and estimated PRN sequence. The prominent peak indicates successful estimation of the PRN sequence.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: (a) True vs estimated PRN In-quadrature waveform. (b) Estimated PRN IQ plot. (c) Cross-correlation function between the true
and estimated PRN.

2. UAV Differential Carrier Phase Navigation using Orbcomm LEO Satellites
To assess the performance of a receiver using the blindly estimated navigation beacon discussed in the previous section, a carrier
phase differential (CD-LEO) experiment was conducted using the framework discussed in (Khalife et al., 2020). The rover was
a DJI Matrice 600 UAV equipped with an Ettus E312 USRP, a high-end VHF antenna, and a small consumer-grade GPS antenna
to discipline the onboard oscillator. The base was a stationary receiver equipped with an Ettus E312 USRP, a custom-made VHF
antenna, and a small consumer-grade GPS antenna to discipline the onboard oscillator. The receivers were tuned to a 137 MHz
carrier frequency with 2.4 MHz sampling bandwidth, which covers the 137–138 MHz band allocated to Orbcomm satellites.
Samples of the received signals were stored for off-line post-processing. The LEO carrier phase measurements were produced
at a rate of 24 Hz and were downsampled to 10 Hz. The UAV trajectory was taken from its on-board navigation system, which
uses GNSS (GPS and GLONASS), an inertial measurement unit (IMU), and other sensors. The experimental setup is shown
in Figure 4. The UAV traversed a total trajectory of 2.28 km in 120 seconds. Over the course of the experiment, the receivers
on-board the base and the UAV were listening to 2 Orbcomm satellites, namely FM 108 and FM 116.

Figure 4: The architecture of the proposed blind receiver

a) Acquisition and Tracking of Orbcomm Satellites
The receivers at the base and rover used the estimated navigation beacon to acquire the visible Orbcomm satellites during the
experiment. A joint Doppler and Code phase search was performed and successfully detected the Orbcomm satellites. Figure
5 shows the acquisition plots for the base’s receiver. After acquisition, the KF-based tracking loop was initialized using the
initial Doppler shift and code phase, and generated carrier phase observables from Orbcomm satellites. Figure 6(a) visualizes
the skyplot of the tracked Orbcomm satellites. Figure 6(b) summarizes the tracking results of the two satellites seen by the UAV.
It should be noted that the carrier phase error exhibit sudden ± π2 phase jumps because of the presence of user data alongside
with the SD-PSK modulation employed in the transmitted signal. The SD-PSK modulation used in Orbcomm and Iridium
NEXT renders the PRN-based carrier phase tracking loop sensitive to user data and more prone to exhibit cycle slips. But in
general, one can assume that the transmitted SD-PSK modulated signals employ effective source and channel coding schemes
that equalize the probability of every symbol in the alphabet. Consequently, the average of the phase jumps due to user data is
expected to be zero.

ORBCOMM FM108 acquisition

ORBCOMM FM116 acquisition

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: 2-D Doppler and Code phase acquisition plots for Orbcomm FM108 (a) and FM116 (b) at the Base receiver.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) Sky plot of the geometry of the 2 Orbcomm satellites for the UAV during the experiment. (b) Tracking results of the two
satellites seen by the UAV.

b) Carrier Differential Navigation with Orbcomm Satellites
The employed carrier phase model is discussed in detail in (Khalife et al., 2020) and given by
Φji (k) = rri (k) − rSVj (k ′ )

2

+ cδtri (k) + cδtSVj (k ′ ) + cδttropij (k) + cδtionoij (k) + λj Nij + νij (k),

(17)

where i ∈ {1, 2} is the index of the stationary base and mobile rover, respectively; j ∈ {1, 2} is the index of the LEO satellite;
k ′ = k − δtT OFij where δtT OFij is the time of flight of signal from the j-th satellite to the i-th receiver; rri ≜ [xri , yri , zri ]⊺
is the i-th receiver’s position vector in East-North-Up (ENU) frame; rSVi ≜ [xSVi , ySVi , zSVi ]⊺ is the j-th satellite’s position
vector in ENU; δtri and δtSVj are the i-th receiver’s and j-th satellite’s clock biases, respectively; δttropij and δtionoij are the
ionospheric and tropospheric delays between the i-th receiver and j-th satellite, respectively; λj is the wavelength of the j-th
satellite’s signal; Nij is the carrier phase ambiguity between the i-th receiver and j-th satellite; and νij is the measurement
2
noise, which is modeled as a discrete-time zero-mean white Gaussian sequence with variance σij
. The difference between the
carrier phase measurement at the base and rover to the j-th satellite can be expressed as
∆Φj (k) = Φj2 (k) − Φj1 (k) = rr2 (k) − rSVj (k ′ )

2

− rr1 − rSVj (k ′ )

2

+ c∆δtr (k) + λj ∆Nj + νj (k),

(18)

where it is assumed that δttrop1j ≈ δttrop2j and δtiono1j ≈ δtiono2j , and ∆δtr = δtr2 − δtr1 is the lumped clock bias term
of the base and rover. Let ∆Φ̂jT LE (k) denote the estimated differential carrier phase calculated using from two-line element

(TLE) files and an SGP4 propagator, which can be expressed as
∆Φ̂jT LE (k) = Φ̂j2,T LE (k) − Φ̂j1,T LE (k) = rr2 (k) − rSVj (k ′ )

2

− rr1 − rSVj (k ′ )

2

.

(19)

Figure 7(a) shows the differential carrier phase ∆Φj (k) for both satellites without the initial carrier phase ambiguity ∆Nj using:
(i) observables calculated from TLE+SGP4 (equation 19) and (ii) the real tracked signals (equation 18). The difference between
the measured differential carrier phase and the one calculated from TLE+SGP4 is
∆Φj (k) − ∆Φ̂jT LE (k) = c∆δtr (k) + λj ∆Nj + νj (k),

(20)

which is plotted in Figure 7(b). Note that ideally, the two curves in Figure 7(b) should superimpose because they are plotting
the same ∆δtr , however, due to measurement noise and unresolved carrier phase cycle slips, the two curves do not perfectly
superimpose, nevertheless, they show the same trend.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: (a) Differential carrier phase seen by the UAV for Orbcomm FM116 and FM108 from: observables calculated from TLE (plotted
in dashed), and the real tracked signals (plotted in solid). (b) Error between the TLE-calculated and real differential carrier phase.

The single-difference carrier phase measurement fed to the EKF is given by
z j (k) ≜ ∆Φj (k) + rr1 (k) − rSVj (k ′ )

2

(21)

The UAV’s position and velocity were assumed to evolve according to a nearly constant velocity model, and the common clock
state was assumed to evolve according to the standard model of double integrator driven by noise as discussed in (Khalife et al.,
2020). A prior for the UAV’s position and velocity was obtained from the UAV’s on-board navigation system. The prior was
used to initialize the EKF. After initialization, the EKF used altimeter measurements and single-difference Orbcomm LEO
satellites measurements to estimate the states of the UAV. The position of FM 108 and FM 116 was obtained by propagating
the TLE files using SGP4. The UAV navigated for 2.28 km exclusively from only two Orbcomm LEO satellites with a position
RMSE of 13.9 m over a period of 2 minutes. Figure 8(a) illustrates the true versus estimated trajectory of the UAV. Figure 8(b)
shows the EKF position estimation error and ±3σ bounds for the carrier phase differential navigation solution.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a receiver for blind beacon estimation of LEO satellite signals. The receiver operates in three stages: (i)
blind Doppler tracking, (ii) beacon estimation from the coherent accumulation of the received signal after wiping off the Doppler
tracked by the FLL, and (iii) tracking LEO signals using the estimated beacon to produce navigation observables. Experimental
results were presented showing successful blind estimation of the navigation beacon of the Orbcomm LEO constellation. In
addition, experimental results were presented of a UAV navigating using the estimated beacons of two Orbcomm LEO satellites
via a carrier phase differential navigation framework, achieving a three-dimensional position RMSE of 13.9 m, over a trajectory
of 2.28 km traversed in 2 minutes.

UAV Trajectories:
GNSS-INS
Blind receiver
3-D Position RMSE: 13.9 m

Base’s Position

N
E

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a) True (from GNSS-INS) and estimated (from blind Orbcomm LEO receiver with carrier phase differential measurments)
trajectories of the UAV. (b) EKF position estimation error of the UAV and ±3σ bounds for the carrier phase differential navigation solution.
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